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 Phase 1 NEM  (Net Energy Metering)

 Residential customers with 25 kw limitation on system size  
 On‐site demand metered customer below 750 kw system size.
 Residential Farm customers under 100 kw system size
 Annual output may not exceed 110% of customer’s onsite usage.
 Compensation term length of 20 years. 

Customers interconnected after January 1, 2020, extended to January 1, 2021.

 No annual reconciliation or payout of Bank
 Excess credits carried over to subsequent billing periods.
 Phase One NEM for on‐site mass‐market projects with the addition of the CBC demand 

billed customers. 



Customer Benefit Contribution(CBC)

The CBC applies to on‐site generating Small Commercial projects and Residential customers that 
receive permission to operate or install equipment on or after January 1, 2022.

 Demand customers with a system size less than 25kw
 CBC charge is applicable to customers with on-site solar wind or micro hydro‐electric 

resources, fuel cell, micro‐CHP, and anaerobic digesters.
 CBC is a monthly fixed charge to fund Public Benefits Programs which include energy 

efficiency, low income and supply related clean energy programs. 
 CBC is calculated based on DC system size in kilowatts, with a per kw‐month rate.
 CBC rate calculated by Utility and updated each year.



Value Stack
 Residential customers with over 25 kw system size.
 On‐site demand metered customer over 750 kw system size.
  Demand metered customer with a system size below 750 kw but also estimated Generation
      Over 110% of the annual usage.
 Compensation term length of 25 years.
 Applies to all projects Remote Crediting and CDG. Phase 1 NEM can opt in but cannot opt back 

out

Value Stack Components – Can opt in to Phase 2 Value Stack Alt. 1-3 VDER: 

                                                              Energy Value (LBMP)
                                                              Capacity Value (ICAP)
                                                              Environmental Value (E)
                                                              Demand Reduction Value (DRV)
                                                              Locational System Relief Value (LSRV)
                                                              Market Transition Credit (MTC)
                                                              



Remote Crediting (RC)
Existing RNM converted RC July 15, 2021, and New Interconnected projects compensated RC Value 
stack effective September 1, 2021.

 Value Stack compensation ‐ without MTC
 The Remote Crediting Host must be a non‐residential customer.
 The RC host can be a residential farm with qualifying electric generating equipment.
 The RC host can allocate credits to itself and subscribers.
 Remote crediting is based on an allocation request form. Can be submitted monthly.
 Excess credits on satellites are carried over to subsequent billing periods.
 Up to 10 Satellite customers (that can be residential or commercial)

 Satellite customer can offtake unlimited amount of generated capacity.
 Satellite customer can offtake from more than RC host.
 Satellite customer cannot enroll in a CDG program or net metered or RNM.



Community Distributed Generation (CDG)
 Non‐residential CDG host with generating equipment based on monetary crediting for net 

hourly injections, and compensation based off value stack rate.

 A CDG sponsor will submit an Allocation form with the total percentage of hosts output 
assigned to subscribers monthly.

 One Anchor account (Satellite accounts with demand of 25 kw or greater cannot receive more 
than 40%)

 Minimum of 10 subscribers Each members total annual credits must amount to a minimum of 
1,000 kwh annually. 

 Excess credits will be carried forward to the succeeding bill period. 2‐year period.

 Subscribers opt in (Enroll/dis‐enroll) the CDG sponsor can submit monthly allocation forms(or 
modify %)



Net Crediting 

 Compensation methodology under value stack rate follows traditional CDG. 
 CDG Net Crediting Program enrollment requires 
 Prior to commencing contractual agreement, all registrations, forms and elections are submitted.
 Election of a minimum savings rate 5% (the determination of the CDG subscription fee) 

Applied equally to all subscribers except the Anchor account.

 Consolidated bill to subscriber customer, reduces need for 2 bills from Utility & host.
 Subscribers receive credit and debit from utility (one bill)
 Utility makes payment to CDG Sponsor (host) 
 Guaranteed Savings. Fully Automated.
 Utility now takes the risk for non‐payment from subscribers.
 Eliminates customer submit banking info to third parties or CDG host.



Net Crediting   Central Hudson Website Enrollment

https://www.cenhud.com/my-energy/distributed-generation/programs-and-incentives/

https://www.cenhud.com/my-energy/distributed-generation/programs-and-incentives/


CDG Subscription Site 
https://cleanenergymarket.cenhud.com/



Net Crediting customers bill

Example



Phase One NEM        Example   Customers bill



CDG Example  Customers bill and customer’s login to Central Hudson website



Central Hudson is committed to continually improving 
our services to better meet our customer’s needs.
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